Promotion and guidance of neural network formation on SU-8 photoresist microchannels adjusted with multilayer films.
Induction of neural stem/progenitor cells (NSPCs) and establishment of neural network are important issues on neural engineering. In this work, a platform was designed to control and evaluate the differentiation of NSPCs, neurite direction, and to promote the neurite outgrowth. Polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) films provide surface properties by and have been used to regulate NSPCs differentiation in our previous study. Herein, a culture platform composed of SU-8 microchannel and PEM films was designed to achieve the goal of promoting NSPCs differentiation and to evaluate the effect of PEM films on the guidance of neural network formation. In this culture platform, NSPCs were induced into functional neurons, and neural network formation was accomplished on ITO glass-PEM films successfully.